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In this supplementary, we present more details and dis-

cussions of AD generation with MM-Narrator (§A), our
proposed complexity-based MM-ICL (§B), ablation studies
of MM-ICL (§C) and AD evaluation with SegEval (§D).
Next, we elaborate our implementation details (§E) and dis-
cuss the future work on both AD generation and evaluation
(§F).

A. AD Generation
MM-Narrator builds prompts to query GPT-4 for recur-

rent AD generation, including the following elements: task-
specific introduction Itask and hint Htask, main query qmain,
as well as a set of few-shot multimodal demonstrations DICL

to conduct in-context learning. With a breakdown shown in
Figure 7, we present the details as follows.
Querying with multimodal clues. Both the main query
qmain and the demonstration queries in DICL are format-
ted with the same query builder, which outputs AD query
from multiple text-formed multimodal clues. These mul-
timodal clues include visual captions (xcap

i ) with success-
fully re-identified characters, recent context ADs (Mshort)
and character dialogues (xsub

t"Tsub
).

Prompting with MM-ICL. Each MM-ICL demonstra-
tion within DICL, is composed of a pair (Q,A) or a tuple(Q,R,A) when chain-of-thought (CoT) is adopted to gen-
erate the multimodal multi-step reasoning R that derives
answer A from question Q.
More qualitative results. Apart from Figure 1 and 4
in main paper, we show additional qualitative demonstra-
tions of MM-Narrator on both MAD-eval-Named bench-
mark and other long-form videos (external to the MAD-eval
dataset) as Figure 10 and Figure 11, respectively, in this sup-
plementary.

B. Details of Complexity-based MM-ICL
Combining CoT with complexity-based ranking, our

proposed complexity-based MM-ICL performs more favor-
ably than classic ICL solutions. We reveal their details as
follows.
Reasoning with CoT. We first employ GPT-4 to articulate
the chain-of-thoughts (CoTs) as reasoning steps, denoted as
R, that assist in deriving the answer A from the question Q.
Practically, we found a CoT-specific constraint1 helpful to
derive reliable CoTs, ensuring a closed-loop reasoning to be

inferred. Without this constraint, LLM might unexpectedly
generate R followed by its own AD prediction, which are
different from the human annotated A.
Quantifying on atomic steps. Practically, we observe
that raw steps decided by LLM itself, might not be a con-
siderably consistent measurement among various examples.
Take two demonstrations shown in Figure 8 as example:
Steps 3 to 7 in left example, conduct reasoning over per-
frame captions individually, which are equivalent to step 2
in right example, including several sub-steps in analysing
the per-frame captions. To this end, following [19], we split
R into atomic steps by newline char “\n”, and propose us-
ing the number of atomic steps Natomic as our measurement
of reasoning complexity.

Figure 6. Distributions of multimodal MAD-v2-Named demon-
strations over reasoning complexity, quantified by Natomic.

Ranking by complexity. We propose to select the most
intuitive examples to perform few-shot MM-ICL for im-
proving AD generation. Here, we show the distributions
of multimodal demonstrations over the complexity in Fig-
ure 6. Specifically, the 10% shortest examples lead to a sim-
ple demonstration pool Psimple with its maximum Natomic

as 5, while the 10% longest ones result in another pool Phard

whose minimum Natomic equals to 12.

1CoT-specific constraint: “lets fill-in the REASONING process which
derives the ANSWER from QUESTION.”
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C. More Ablations on MM-ICL
Table 4 in the main manuscript implies that complex-

ity is a suitable criterion for selecting efficient ICL demon-
strations to enhance AD generation. Here, we further dis-
cuss three sub-questions to elaborate a few in-depth ablation
studies, as following:
Does CoT help? We propose to adopt CoT technique
to obtain the intermediate reasoning steps R that help de-
rive answer A from question Q. This automatic process ex-
tends demonstration format from (Q,A) pairs to (Q,R,A)
tuples. As its consistent gains could be observed multi-
ple times (R1 vs R2; R3 vs R4; C1 vs C2), adding multi-
modal multi-step reasoning R during MM-ICL could help
MM-Narrator improve its multimodal reasoning capability
to better incorporate multimodal inputs. Qualitative demon-
strations of R are shown as Figure 8 in this supplementary.
Does complexity-based ranking help? We observed that
conducting MM-ICL with the most intuitive examples ben-
efits the overall performance (R4 vs C2), however, switch-
ing with the hardest ones which own the longest reasoning
steps, MM-ICL actually leads to a decline in performance
(R4 vs C3). These results indicate that more straightfor-
ward examples, quantified by the shortest number of rea-
soning steps, compile to a simpler yet more powerful subset
MM-ICL demonstration pool for effective AD generation.
Does complexity-based MM-ICL work effectively?
Combining CoT with complexity-based ranking, our pro-
posed complexity-based MM-ICL (C2) performs more fa-
vorably than the random and similarity-based sampling ap-
proaches (R1 [13] and S1 [33]), which are classic solutions
in choosing few-shot ICL examples. Besides, ours is easy-
to-implement and explainable-to-human, avoiding the com-
putation overhead of retrieval-based selection.

D. AD Evaluation with GPT-4
Suppose a few ADs form one segment Seg. For each

Seg, our proposed SegEval evaluator takes into considera-
tion an oracle context window Ctx of length W , to measure
its AD quality with GPT-4. The details of SegEval prompt
are shown as Figure 9. We elaborate each individual mark-
ing criteria as follows:

• originality: Evaluates if the Seg is novel and non-
repetitive, to enrich the watching experience of the vi-
sually impaired.

• consistency: Checks if the generated Seg maintains a
consistent tone or content throughout.

• coherence: Determines whether Seg logically con-
nects to the given Ctx. A coherent text flows smoothly
and deepen the movie understanding for the visually
impaired.

• diversity: Focuses on the variety of Seg generated. A
good model should produce varied outputs rather than
repetitive or highly similar ones against the given Ctx.

• specificity: Measures the level of detail in the gener-
ated Seg, assessing if it is sufficiently detailed and/or
focused for the Ctx.

Noticeably, the first two marking aspects focus on text-level
AD quality, which are context-free (W = 0) evaluation met-
rics, while the rest three metrics measure sequence-level
AD generation, taking oracle context into consideration.

E. Implementation Details
Multimodal Experts. To obtain framewise image cap-
tion and people detection, we utilize vision experts pub-
licly available via the Azure Cognitive Services APIs2. For
speech recognition, we choose WhisperX [10] as our au-
dio expert. To register and recall long-term visual memory
for character re-identification purpose, we adopt CLIP-ViT-
L14 [48] as our visual feature extractor, and query GPT-4
as our Person-NER tool with the following prefix: “Extract

the people names in the following text as a string splitted by

‘∂’ (return ‘none’ if none of names are recognized): ”.
Building MM-ICL Pool. We build the MM-ICL demon-
strations for each sample in MAD-v2-Named split [22]. As
the raw frames are not publicly available, we derive per-
frame captions by inferring ClipCap [41] on the released
CLIP-ViT features. Differing from the main query qmain,
whose recent context ADs in Mshort are recurrently gener-
ated by MM-Narrator, the queries in MM-ICL demonstra-
tions DICL are instead built with human annotations as their
recent context ADs. Additionally, we omit long-term visual
memory retrievals when constructing MM-ICL demonstra-
tions.
GPT-4 Error Handler. GPT-4 might inevitably return
errors when the content filtering policies3 are occasionally
triggered in Azure OpenAI Service. Such cases account for
a very small proportion (less than 0.1%), thus they would
not largely affect the overall performance. To address them,
we utilize ClipCap [41] as the error handler to output video
caption as AD. Specifically, we inference ClipCap on the
mean pooled feature among frames in each video clip.
Deployment on Long-form Videos. We utilize
PySceneDetect [5] for scene detection, and based on that,
we cut long-form videos into video clips for recurrent AD
generation with MM-Narrator. We utilize Google Text-to-
Speech (gTTS) [3] for voice-over audio creation, which nar-
rates AD for each video clip.

2https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/products/cognitive-services/vision-
services

3https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/ai-
services/openai/concepts/content-filter

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/products/cognitive-services/vision-services
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/products/cognitive-services/vision-services
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/ai-services/openai/concepts/content-filter
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/ai-services/openai/concepts/content-filter


Hyper-parameter Settings. Following [22], the number
of frames N to be sampled per video clip is set to 8, while
we utilize subtitles within a time window Tsub set to 0.25
minutes. Our short-term memory queue is maintained to
contain K most recently predicted ADs with timestamps,
where K = 7. The number of demonstrations C equals to
5, which are sampled for conducting MM-ICL. The API
versions of GPT-4 and GPT-4V used in our experiments are
‘gpt4-2023-03-15’ and ‘gpt4v-2023-08-01’, respectively.

F. Future Works
AD Generation. In future developments in Audio De-
scription (AD), a critical enhancement will be the integra-
tion of advanced audio-visual speaker and character identi-
fication, coupled with strategic timing for AD delivery. This
direction involves not only recognizing who is speaking or
present in a scene but also determining the most opportune
moments to provide descriptions without interrupting crit-
ical dialogue or action. Additionally, the establishment of
a much more comprehensive and reliable external character
bank, facilitating retrieval-augmented generation, will fur-
ther refine AD content, ensuring it is both contextually rele-
vant and timely. These advances are poised to transform AD
into a more coherent, immersive experience, significantly
improving accessibility for visually impaired audiences.
AD Evaluation. In future work for AD evaluation, a cru-
cial focus should be on enhancing the measurement of fac-
tuality, an aspect not adequately addressed by current eval-
uation criteria like SegEval. Given the limitation of tradi-
tional reference-based scores in precisely assessing the fac-
tual accuracy of AD content, employing AI models such
as GPT-4V emerges as a promising solution. GPT-4V’s
advanced capabilities in understanding and contextualiz-
ing multimedia content could offer a more nuanced and
accurate evaluation of AD factuality. This shift towards
AI-driven, factuality-focused evaluation methods would not
only provide a more comprehensive assessment of AD qual-
ity but also ensure that the generated descriptions are reli-
ably accurate, ultimately benefiting visually impaired indi-
viduals with a more authentic storytelling experience.
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Figure 7. A breakdown of the AD generation prompt constructed by MM-Narrator, including an (A) overview with ICL-specific instruc-
tions marked in green, (B) task-specific introduction Itask and (C) hint Htask, a few multimodal ICL (MM-ICL) demonstrations DICL

with an example shown as (D), and (E) the main query qmain to be responded by GPT-4, with long-term visual memory marked in gray.
Eventually, we show the corresponding (F) quantitative and qualitative analysis of the AD prediction via MM-Narrator against the human
AD annotation. Zoom in for details.



Figure 8. Reasoning with CoT. (A) An overview of prompting LLM to articulate CoTs as multimodal multi-step reasoning R that derives
the answer A from question Q, with (B) two examples shown below. Zoom in for details.



Figure 9. AD evaluation with SegEval. (A) An overview of prompting GPT-4 to evaluate AD generation quality, with (B) one diversity

and (C) one originality examples shown below. Zoom in for details.



Figure 10. More qualitative comparisons on MAD-eval-Named benchmark. For example, in The ides of March (2011), our method
generates AD by conditioning on current video clip and the contextual information from timestamp 00:00:00 to 01:05:28. Zoom in for
details.

Figure 11. More qualitative demonstrations of MM-Narrator on other long-form videos. For example, in Inception (2010), our method
generates AD by conditioning on current video clip and contextual information from timestamp 00:00:00 to 00:31:52. Zoom in for details.
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